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A CLASS OF SUBADDITIVELY CONTINUOUS
REAL FUNCTIONS
JANA FARKOVA

1. Introduction and notations
In the paper [1] the schema of Daniell integral is generalized in such a way that
one get a wide class of functionals not necessarily linear. The generalization is
based mainly on replacing additivity by substantially weaker condition, called
uniform subadditive continuity.
Also we shall consider a non uniform subadditive continuity.
In [1] the functionals are defined on a general vector lattice 9 of real valued
functions on a set T. If T is a singleton, then ^ i s in fact the lattice of real numbers,
thus the investigated functionals are real functions of the real variable.
The characterization when such functionals are subintegrals in sense of [1] is easy
and is given there. In this paper we investigate a wider class of subadditively
continuous real functions of the real variable.
The investigation of such functions / is needed when we consider transformations
of the type / ( / ( ) ) , where / is a Daniell subintegral.
If / is a real function of the real variable, we write :/:/?—>/?, where R as usually
means the set of all real numbers, /?* = /?u(oo}u{-oo}.
Remind the following notations:
If jc0G-R*, C(/, jcb) means the cluster set of the function / a t the point Jtb, that is
the set of all limit numbers of / at jtbIt means that yeC(f,x0) if and only if there exists a sequence {.*„}, xn±x0,
jc„—>Jtb such that f(xn)-+y.
Further let C'(/, x0) = C(/, JC0)U {/(jtb)} for jcb € R. For jcb = + oo, or Jtb = - oo put
C'(/,JCo)=C(/,Jto).

C(/, x0Y(C(f, Jtb) ) denotes the set of all right (left) limit numbers of / at jcb.
Finally C'(/, Jtb)+= C(/, jrb)+u {/(*,)} and C'(/, j*)" = C(/, XoTy {/(*>)}.
Definition 1. We say that the function f: R-*Ris subadditively continuous at the
point x on the right (on the left), shortly (s.c.)+ at x ((s.c.)" at x), if for every e > 0
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there exists <5>0 such that \f(y)\<8
implies \f(x +
y)-f(x)\<e
(\f(x-y)-f(x)\<s).
We say that f is subadditively continuous at .r, shortly (s.c) at x, if it is both
(s.c.y and (s.c)~ at x.
We say that f is (s.c), (s.c) + or (s.c) - on R, if it has the corresponding property
at each point xeR.
Similarly we can define uniform subadditive continuity on the right (on the left)
and uniform subadditive continuity. It is easily seen that these three notions are
equivalent, therefore it is enough to have the next.
Definition 2. We say that the function f: R-+R is uniformly subadditive
continuous (u.s.c), if for every e>0 there exists d>0 such that \f(y) \ < 6 implies
\f(x + y)-f(x)\<e,
for every xeR.

From the definitions in paragraph 1. it is clear that the additivity of / implies
(u.s.c) of / and (u.s.c.) of / implies (s.c) of /. It is easy to see that converse
implications in general do not hold. (For example f(x) = x2 is an (s.c) function,
which is not (u.s.c) and f(x) = c (a constant) is a (u.s.c.) function, but not additive.)
If / is symmetric or antisymmetric, then / is (s.c.) of is (s.c)+<=>/ is (s.c)". This
does not hold in general. For example: every function / such that /(0) = 0 is (s.c) +
in 0 (it is enough to put d = e), while it need not be (s.c)" in 0 (for instance
f(x)= - 1 for * < 0 and f(x) = x for x^O).
We will see that there is some correspondence between continuity and the
property (s.c) of /. Nevertheless there exist functions which are uniformly
continuous, but which are not (s.c) at any point (for example: if / is uniformly
continuous, zero on an interval not containing 0 and strictly increasing elsewhere).
On the other hand there exist functions continuous and (u.s.c), but not uniformly
continuous (for example f(x) = x2 + d, where d>0). The Dirichlet function is an
example of a function which is discontinuous at every point, but is (u.s.c).
It turns out that for the property (s.c) of / the value /(0) is important, as well as
the null-points of /.
It holds namely
Theorem 1. Let f(0) =£ 0. Then f is (s.c) if and only if there exists an e > 0 such
that \f(x)\ ?ze, for every xeR.
Proof, (s.c) of / follows trivially.
Suppose / is (s.c), /(0)=£0 and the assertion of the theorem is not valid. Then
there exists a sequence {xn} such that xn-*x0eR*

and lim/(jO = 0. (It can be
n—>»

a stationary sequence.)
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By (s.c.) of /for arbitrary xeR and e>0 there exists a 8>0 such that \f(y)\ <8
implies
\f(x±y)-f(x)\<e.
Thus there exists a natural N such that |/(x±;t-„)-/(*)|<£ for n^N and
therefore lim/(;i-±*„) = /(-*:). Then /(0) = lim/(0±x„) = lim/(±^„) = 0, con«—»3c

n—*•=»

n—»oo

trary to the assumption.
Remark. It is obvious that in Theorem 1 (s.c.) can be replaced by (u.s.c), (s.c.)+
or (s.c.)".
Corollary. Let f be a continuous function such thatf(x) j= 0 for all x eR. Then f is
(s.c.) // and only if 0£ C(f, + <»)uC(/, - <*>).
Further we have
Proposition 1. Let f be (s.c.)+ at some x0eR
+ Oo)±{0}±C(f,

with f(xo)40.

Then C(f,

-00).

Proof. Suppose for instance that C(/, + oo)={0}. Then f(xn)—>0 for any
sequence {xn}, xn—>°°. But from (s.c.)+ of / at x0 it follows that
f(x0 + xn)-*f(x0)40, while x0 + xn —>oo, a contradiction.
The proof for C(f - ° ° ) = {0} is analogous.
Proposition 2. Let f be (s.c.)" at some x0eR with f(x0) 4 0. Then 0 e C(f, + °°)
implies C(/, -«>)-£ {0} and 0 e C(/, - oo) implies C(/, + ») ± {0}.
Proof. Let 0 e C ( / , + oo). Then there exists a sequence {xn} such that .*,,-»oo
and/(.*„)—>0. By (s.c.)" of f at x0 f(x0- xn)-+ f(x0)40, while x0-xn-+ -oo, hence
C ( / , -oo)-^{0}.
The second implication is analogous.
Theorem 1 asserts that if /(0) * 0, then / is (s.c.) if and only if 0 6 (J C'(/, .r).
JC 6

R*

For this reason in what follows we restrict our interest only to functions / with
/(0) = 0.
Let now /(0) = 0, but 0£

U
Jc

6

C(f,

x).

R*-{0}

In this case the property (s.c.) of / at arbitrary point is connected with the
continuity of the function /:
Theorem 2. Let 0 £

U

C'(f9x) and xeRbea

point of continuity off. Then

x e R*-{0)

x is also the point of the (s.c.) of f.
Proof. Let / be continuous at x0eR. Then for every e>0 there exists dx>0
such that |y|<c5! implies |/C*o±y)-/C*b)|<£. Further for <5- there exists 62 such
that |/O0l<$2^I.H<&- H e n c e f o r e a c h f > 0 there exists <5 = <52 such that
\f(y)\<d^>\f(x0±y)-f(xo)\<e,
i.e. / is (s.c.) at Xo.
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The next theorem shows that if /(0) = 0 and 0 £

U

C'(f, x)uC(f, 0), then /

x e «*-{()}

is (u.s.c).
Theorem 3. Let Oix є R*-{0}
\J C'(f, x)uC(f 0). Then f is (u.s.c).
Proof. It is enough to show that in this case there exists an e>0 such that
\f(x)\>£ for x±0. Suppose the contrary. Then there exists a sequence {xn},
xneR, xn£0 such that \f(xn)\^l/n
for each natural n. Further there exists
a subsequence {x„k} and an xeR* such that xnk—>x. But then
0 = limf(xn) = l\mf(xnk)e
„^oo

,V-*oo

U
x 6

C'(/,;t)uC(/,0),

R*-{0}

a contradiction.
Now we consider the case that not only /(0) = 0 but also C(/, 0) = {0}, while
0£

U

C'(f, x) as in preceding cases. This means in fact:

y—>0of(y)-*0.

x e R*-{0}

Theorem 4. Let f be a function with the property y-*0of(y)-+0.
Then f is
(u.s.c.) if and only if f is uniformly continuous and f is (s.c) (at x) if and only if f is
continuous (at x).
Proof. Let / be (u.s.c). Then for e>0 there exists <5,>0 such that
\fiy)\<^\^>\f{x + y)-f(x)\<e,
for every xeR. Further, for <5, there exists
62>0 such that \y\<d2^>\f(y)\<dl. Hence for e>0 there exists 8 = 82>0 such
that \y\<6 implies \f(x + y)-f(x)\<e9
for every xeR, i.e. / is uniformly
continuous.
Now let / be uniformly continuous. Then for e>0 there exists dx>0 such that
\y\<d^\f(x
+ y)-f(x)\<£
for every xeR. Further holds that for 5, there
exists <52 > 0 such that \f(y) \ < 62 --> \y | < <5,. Hence for e > 0 there exists 8 = 62 such
that |/(y)|<<5 implies \f(x + y)-f(x)\<e
for every xeR, i.e. / is (u.s.c).
The proof in the case of (s.c.) and continuity (at some x) is similar.
Corollary 1. Let f be continuous or uniformly continuous, letf~\0) = 0, and let
lim f(x) 4 0 =?- lim f(x). Then f is (s.c.) or (u.s.c) respectively.
X—*oo

X—*— oo

Corollary 2. Let f be continuous or uniformly continuous one-to-one function
with f(0) = 0. Then f is (s.c) or (u.s.c) respectively.
Similarly as the Theorem 4 one can prove the following assertions:
Proposition 3. Let f be a function with the property•: y—>0*of(y)-*0.
(s.c) + (at x) if and only iff continuous on the right (at x).

Then f is

Proposition 4. Let f be a function with the property: y-*0~ of(y)-+0.
(s.c)" (at x) if and only if f is continuous on the left (at x).

Then f is
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Corollary. Let f he (s.c.)4, continuous on the right at 0 with f(0) = 0. Then f is
continuous on the right on R. Similar assertion is true for {s.c)~ and continuity on
the left.
Finally we consider such (s.c.) functions that not only /(0) = 0 but also
()€

IJ

C'(fx).

First we examine the case Oe

U
x e

C(f, x). We have
R*-R

Proposition 5. a) Let f be (s.c.Y and let 0eC(f, °°). Then {f(x):
xeR}cC(f,n).
b) Let f be (s.c.)- and let 0eC(f, «>). Then {f(x): xeR}cC(f,
-«,).
c)Letfbe
(s.c.)+ and let 0eC(f, -co). Then {f(x): xeR}cC(f,
- oo).
d)Letfbe
(s.c.)" and let 0eC(f, -co)'. Then {f(x): xeR}cC(f,
oo).
Proof. We prove a), for example.
Since Oe C(f, oo), there exists a sequence {x„} such that X„—>K> and f(x„)—*0.
Let xeR be arbitrary. Then from (s.c.Y at x follows that f(x + xn)->f(x), while
x + x„ —* oo. Hence f(x) e C(f, oo).
Corollary, a) Let f be (s.c.) and let OeC(f, °°)uC(f, -oo). Then {f(x):
xeR}cC(f,*>)nC(f,
-oo).
+
b) Let f be (s.c.) or (s.c.)" and/er OeC(/, oo) n C(/, -co). TAen {/(*):
x6/?}cC(/,«>)nC(/, -«•).
c) Let f be (s.c.Y or (s.c.) - , let the limits lim f(x) and lim /(*) exist and let
X—+<x>

X—*— oo

-oo). Thenf=0.
Proof, a) and 6) are trivial consequences of Propositions.

OGC(/,OO)UC(/,

c) Suppose for example that / is (s.c.)~ and OeC(f9 - co). Then lim /(JC) = 0
J C — • — oo

and {f(x): xeR}aC(f9
oo) by d) of Proposition 5. By assumption C(f9 oo) i s
a one-point set. Let C(/, °°) = {a}, where a^O. Then {/(*): Jte-R} = {^} and
therefore lim f(x) = a, a contradiction.
X—»oo

The proof of other cases is similar.
Let now /(0) = 0, and suppose / is (s.c.) at x' eR. Let x0eR9 xo40 be such
a point that 0eC(f9 x0).
Then f(x') eC(f9x' + x0) by (s.c.)+ and f(x') e C(f9 x' -x0) by (s.c)" of / at x'9
hence f(x')eC(f9 x'+x0)nC(f9
x'-x0).
It holds
Theorem 5. Let f be an (s.c.) function such that 0eC'(f9 x0)9 where x0=fiO. If
x' eR is a point of continuity of f then f(x') = f(x' + x0) = f(x' -x0).
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On the other hand, ifx' e R is such thatf(x' + x0)=t=f(x' - x{)) thenx' is a point of
discontinuity of f.
Proof. Let Oe C'(f, x0), where xo40. Then there exists a sequence {x„} such
that xn—>x0 and f(xn)—>0. We can assume that xn->x0 from the right (for xn—>x0
from the left the proof is analogous). Then x' -x0 + xn-*x' from the right and
since /is (s.c) + at x' -x0, f(x' -x0 + xn)-*f(x' -x0). Hence f(x' -x0)eC'(f,
x'y.
Similarly if / is (s.c.)~ at x' + x0, then f(x' + x0)e C'(f, x')~.
Our assertion now follows, since {f(x')} = C'(f, x')~ = C'(f, x'y — by continuity of / at x'.
If f(x' +x0)4f(x'-x0)
then at least one of the sets C'(f, x')~ and C'(f, x'y is
different from {f(x')}, hence x' is a point of discontinuity of /.
There is a connection between the notions of subadditive continuity and almost
periodicity or periodicity.
Let us remind that a function f: R-+R is called almost periodic if it is continuous
and for each £ >0 there is a number l(e)>0 such that each interval a<x<a + I
contains at least one number r = r(e) for which \f(x + r)—f(x)\<e for each
x e( — oo, + oo).

Namely from the preceding considerations we have
Proposition 6. Let f be (u.s.c.) and let Oe

U
x e

C(f, x). Then f is almost-

R-{0)

-periodic and has the property: For every £>0 there exists an almost-period
xF(xt±0) such that \f(x +xF)-f(x)\<e,
for every xeR.
When / is a periodic function, we denote by Af the set of all periods of /, i.e. the
set of all real numbers x for which: / ( * + y)=/(y) for every real y.
Theorem 6. Let there exist xeR, x±0 such that f(x) = 0 and let f be (s.c.)+.
Then f is periodic and Af = f~\0).
Proof. Let xef~x(0), jr=£0 and suppose that xlAf. Then there exists a y such
that \f(x + y) - f(y)\ > 0. Choose e so that 0 < e < \f(y + x)- f(y)\. Then evidently
there exists no d >0 corresponding to y and s according to (s.c'.)+ of /, hence / is
not (s.c.)+, a contradiction.
Thus / is periodic and f~l(0)c:Af (obviously /(0) = 0).
Let now xeAf. Then /(0 + .r)=/(0) = 0 and so xef~l(0).
Corollary 1. Let Oe

(J
x e

periodic and Af = f~l(0).

C'(f, x) and let f be continuous and (s.c.)+. Then f is

R-{0)

Corollary 2. Let f be a non-constant (s.c.)+ function. Then the set of its null
points (f~l(0)) contains no interval. If there exists an x0eR, x0=tO such that
f(xo)-0 and iff has at least one point of continuity, then /"'(O) is a set oftype {kx:
/t = 0, ± 1 , ±2, ±3, ...}, where x = min{\y\, yeT\0),
y^O}.
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It is obvious that in Theorem 6 and in its corollaries the property (s.c.)+ can be
replaced by the properties (s.c.)~ or (s.c).
Now arises the question whether the assumption Af=f~x(0) of Theorem 6 can
be used to characterize this class of (s.c.) functions.
As the next example shows, this is not possible.
Example 1. Let us define the function /first on the interval (0, 1): Put /(0) = 0,
/(l/2")= 1/2", for AZ = 1, 2, 3, ..., and f(x) = \ elsewhere. Let us extend it
periodically to the whole R. Thus / is periodic and Af =f~l(0). But obviously / is
neither (s.c.)+ nor (s.c.)". Let for example x = 1/2 and 0 < £ < l / 2 . It is clear that
for arbitrary <5>0 we can find a number of the form 1/2* such that
f(\/2k)= 1/2*<c5, while \f(\/2±\/2k)-f(\/2)\
= \/2>e.
This situation cannot arise for a continuous function:
Theorem 7. Let f be a continuous periodic function such thatf~x(0) c Af. Then f
is (u.s.c).
Proof. In the case / _, (O) = 0 the assertion of the theorem follows from
Theorem 1.
Otherwise clearly / _ , (0) = Af. Take e>0. Since / is uniformly continuous, there
exists a 5,>0 such that \x-x'\<6x
implies \f(x)-f(x')\<e.
Denote y0 = mm{x:
x>0, xeAf}. Let 0<<52<min (<5,, yJ2) and put d = mi {\f(x)\:
xe(629
y0-d2)}.

Evidently d>0. Then |/(y)|<<5 implies ye (J (x-d2yx

+ d2). Hence

X € Af

if x0eAf
is the element of Af for which ye(x0-d2,
.r0 + <52), then
\f(x + y)-f(x)\^\f(x
+ y)-f(x + x0)\ + \f(x + x0)-f(x)\ = \f(x + y)-f(x +
+ x0)\ <£, for every xeR.
The theorem is proved.
The Dirichlet function is an example of a discontinuous (u.s.c.) and periodic
function with Af = f~x(0).
As the next theorem shows, there is a condiction on / which together with (s.c.)+
or (s.c.)" implies its periodicity.
We shall say, that a sequence {jcn}, xn^>*> is of type (A), if there exists
a subsequence {x„k} such that xnk = c + kd, £ = 1, 2, 3, ..., where c^O, d>0 are
some constants.
Theorem 8. Let f be (s.c.)* or (s.c.)" and let there exist a sequence {xn} of type
(A) such that /(.*„)-»0. Then f is periodic.
Proof. Let / be (s.c.)+ and let XoeR. Since {xn} is of type (A), by assumption
limf(c + kd) = limf(xnk) = 0 for some constants c, d.
Thus /(jcb) = lim f(x0 + c + kd) by (s.c.)+ of / at Jtb.
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For the same reasons
/(*, + d) = lim /(*, + d + c + kd) = lim /(*, + c + (k + 1 )d) =
k-*oo

k-+™

+ lim /(x() + c + kd) = /(.r()),
hence / is periodic with period d. (d is not necessarily the smallest positive period.)
The proof for an (s.c)~ function is analogous.
Remark. If in the preceding proof C=?-0, then c must be also a period of the
function / . Namely by assumptions,
f(ki)d) = \\mf(ki)d + c + kd) = \\mf(c + (ki)+k)d) = 0 for each k<, = 0, 1, 2,3, ...,
k—»30

A—»0O

hence f(c) = lim /(c + kd) = 0 by (s.c) + of / at c. The fact that c is a period of /
k—*oo

now follows from Theorem 6.
The next example shows that if /: (0, oo)—>R is (s.c) + , Oe C(/, °o) but there
exists no sequence {xn} of type (A) such that f(xn)—>0, then / may be
non-periodic
Example 2. Define the function /: (0, oo)_>R as follows: /(0) = 0; if x e(0, o°)
is a number of the form ( + ) x = ak 10* + a*_, 10*"1 + ... + a, 10, with a,, ..., a*_,
equal Oor 1, ak = 1, then put/(x)= 1/10"% where ax = min{/: a,=£0}; and/(x) = 1
elsewhere. Obviously 0e C(/, °°) and / is not periodic.
Let us prove that / is (s.c) + , that is V£>0, Vx, 3c5>0:

\f(y)\<S^\f(x

+

y)-f(x)\<£.

If x is not an integer, then for any £ > 0 it is enough to choose 6< 1. Namely, if
l/(y)l<<5<l, then y is an integer, hence x + y is not an integer and thus

\f(x + y)-f(x)\ =

\l-l\<8.

For x = 0 f is clearly (s.c) + . (Since /(0) = 0.)
If x+ 0 is an integer number not expressible in the form ( + ) and if e > 0 , then
there is a minimal natural number r = r(x) such that x < 10r. Take <5 < l/10 r . Then
|/00|<<5 implies again \f(x + y)-f(x)\ = |1 - 1|< ".
Finally, let * be a number of the form ( + ) and let e > 0. Then there is a minimal
natural number r such that x < \0r. Take 6 < l/10 r . If y is such that |/(y)| < 5, then
x + y is again a number of the form ( + ) and moreover f(x + y)=f(x). Thus

\f(x +

y)-f(x)\=0<e.

Problem: Does there exist a (s.c) + , continuous and non periodic function /:
(0, oo)->/? (f- R-+R) such that 0eC(f, «)?
Let us conclude with some remarks about algebraic, lattice and topological
structures of our classes of (s.c.)\ (s.c)~, (s.c) and (u.s.c) functions.
Nonnegative (nonpositive) (s.c) + , (s.c)~ and therefore also (s.c) functions are
clearly closed under the addition.
The same is true for (u.s.c) functions.
In general this is not true. For instance, the function sin x is neither (s.c)* nor
(s.c)~ but it can be written as the sum of two (u.s.c) functions: sin x + 2 and - 2.
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The multiple of some (s.c.)+, (s.c.)~, (s.c.) or (u.s.c.) function by an arbitrary
scalar is also an (s.c.)+, (s.c.)~, (s.c.) or (u.s.c.) function, respectively.
Analogously the maximum and the minimum of (s.c.)+, (s.c.)", (s.c.) or (u.s.c.)
functions is also an (s.c.)+, (s.c.)~, (s.c.) or (u.s.c.) function, respectively. This
follows from the inequalities:
|max (a, b)-max (c, d)\^\a-c\

+

\b-d\,

and
|min (a, b)-mm

(c, d)\^\a -c\ + \b - d\, a, b, c, d —

real.
Concerning limits, the sequence of (u.s.c.) functions {tx + \ln} uniformly
converges to the function ex, which is neither (s.c.)+ nor (s.c.)" at any point.
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KJIACC CYEAJMHTHBHO HEnPEPblBHblX
BEIUECTBEHHblX OYHKUHH
HHaOapKOBa
Pe3K3Me
B 3TOH cTaTbe HCCJienyKTTCH KJiaccw BemecTBeHHbix (fcyHKUHH BeinecTBeHHOH nepeMeHHOH,
KOTOpbie yflOBJieTBopaioT VCJIOBHHM THna: HJIUI BCHKoro e > 0 H BCMKoro BemecTBeHHoro x cymecrByeT
c5>0, TaKoe, HTOfljiaBCHKoro BemecTBeHHoro y H3 |/(y)|<<5 BbiTeKaeT
\f(x±y)-f(x)\<e.
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